It's insane that I even have to write this email.... somebody please stop Apple from waving their dick around with this ridiculous monopolistic BS concerning the trash ass Safari kit on ios.

There is literally no reason for Apple to maintain this stance, other than pure anti-competitive greed.

I'd also like to add the comment that if Apple actually cared about the environment, they'd unlock their old phone hardware, that they no longer support, to be used by the hobby Linux community. The fact that they don't support these old devices, just generates trash, rather than allowing the open source community to breathe new life into these unsupported devices.

Apple is basically turning unsupported phones into bricks, breaking devices that they do not own.

Could you imagine if your television set worked perfectly fine, but I just came into your house one day and said it was too old, so it's now broken? This is what we let Apple get away with.